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HEALER AND CUTTING EDGE HOMEOAGRICULTURALIST
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eremy Brenes, a leading visionary in the sphere of

of Homeopathy

homeopathic medicine, came to his calling through
a process ofself-healing and self-revelation, For

leading international school for homeopathic medical

recognized worldwide as the

more than 10 years, Jeremy suffered from unspecified

training. Understanding and integrating various
modern approaches, the lnstitute trains practitioners

allergies that went misdiagnosed or completely

pursuant to the tenets and teachings of the original

undiagnosed by mainstream western medicine. He
suffered from ill health and general malaise to such an

founder of the modern homeopathic movement,
Dr Samuel Hahnemann. Hahnemann established
wellness practices pursuant to the "Highest ldeal

extent that while in collEe at University of 0klahoma,
he believed his undiagnosed ailments would imminently
cause his death. Despairing of ever feeling well and
completely disillusioned by western medicine's use
of prescription drugs and inoculations, Jeremy made
a last ditch effort to improve his health as well as his
emotional and spiritualwell-being by going to a local
homeopath

-

the only one listed in the local phone

book. This wellness practitioner took the time to listen
to Jeremy's issues and suggested ce(ain eastem

of Cure" philosophy, which espouses the rapid but
gentle restoration of health without the use of harmful
chemicals or poisonous substances.

Jeremy received a graduate degree in homeopathic
medicine (DiHom)from the lnstitute in 2003 and
immedialely launched Homeopathic Village, an

integrative wellness center located in Houston, Texas.
As its leading homeopathic practitioner, Jeremy
comprehensively evaluates his patients' physical,
emotional and psychological complaints and issues
prior to prescribing any remedies. The substances
used in the remedies are all-natural and tailored to
the needs and symptoms of each client - there's no
"take two aspirin and call me in the morning" approach
with the total wellness care each patient receives at
the Village. At Homeopathic Village, Jeremy and his
team work together with their patients to approach
wellness on the "whole person principle", which
takes into account physical issues as well as spiritual
and emotional cojactors. The results are total and
holistic healing and wellness for each patient - which

ultimately, total recovery

healing, in many cases, is totally life-changing for
palients suffering from ailments going undiagnosed
or misdiagnosed by allopathic medical practices. The
Better Business Bureau has given Homeopathic Village

lnspired by his circuitous path to wellness, Jeremy

an 'A+' rating and Jerenxy's patients rave about the
results they get from Jeremy's specialized care.

remedies which set Jeremy on the path of healing and

was called to help others find the way of healing and
wellness through homeopathy. Comfortable with
scientific research practices from his undergraduate

Jeremy Brenes has written extensively on the topic of
total body/mind/spirit wellness and published a number

training in the physical sciences, Jeremy investigated
the differences between allopathic (mainstream

of books and scholarly articles which have been well-

western) and homeopathic practices, Growing
increasingly outraged by the myopic view taken by
allopathy's superficial healing arising from superficial
thinking, Jeremy chose to become a holistic practitioner
and healer and matriculated at the British lnstitute

received by critics. He has written extensively on the
topic of "homeoagriculture" - a term he coined lo refer
to the study and application of homeopathic remedies
and potencies to plants and animals for agricultural
purposes. These studies focus 0n the Southeast area
of Texas near Houston,
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"The Highest Ideal of Cure
philosophy espouses the
rapid but gentle restoration
of health...
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